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Non-buoyant microplastic settling velocity varies
with biofilm growth and ambient water salinity
Freija Mendrik 1✉, Roberto Fernández2, Christopher R. Hackney 3, Catherine Waller1 & Daniel R. Parsons4

Rivers are the major conveyor of plastics to the marine environment, but the mechanisms

that impact microplastic (<5 mm) aquatic transport, and thus govern fate are largely

unknown. This prevents progress in understanding microplastic dynamics and identifying

zones of high accumulation, along with taking representative environmental samples and

developing effective mitigation measures. Using a suite of settling experiments we show that

non-buoyant microplastic settling is influenced by a combination of biofilm growth, water

salinity and suspended clay concentrations typically seen across fluvial to marine environ-

ments. Results indicate that biofilms significantly increased settling velocity of three different

polymer types of non-buoyant microplastics (fragments and fibres, size range

0.02–4.94mm) by up to 130% and significant increases in settling velocity were observable

within hours. Impacts were both polymer and shape specific and settling regimes differed

according to both salinity and sediment concentrations. Our results further validate previous

statements that existing transport formula are inadequate to capture microplastic settling and

highlight the importance of considering the combination of these processes within the next

generation of predictive frameworks. This will allow more robust predictions of transport, fate

and impact of microplastic pollution within aquatic environments.
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Estimates of plastic flux entering the ocean annually vary
between 4.8 to 12.7 million metric tons, while floating
marine plastic is calculated to be only 268,940 tons,

accounting for just 2–6% of the estimated plastic entering aquatic
systems every year1,2. Land-based sources such as mismanaged
waste, have resulted in rivers becoming a major pathway for
macro- (>5 mm) and micro- (<5 mm) plastic pollution to enter
the marine environment1,3. Yet, as microplastics, move through a
river basin and transfer to the marine environment, they will
undergo a range of environmental gradients and physical, bio-
logical and chemical transitions, including changes in salinity and
sediment concentrations. Additionally, weathering, such as frag-
mentation through physical stress and UV exposure, and biofilm
growth will also impact the dynamics of microplastics through
the water column and wider aquatic system4–6.

The likelihood that a given microplastic particle will settle out
of suspension when entering an aquatic environment varies
depending on the physicochemical, hydrodynamic and biological
conditions of the environment7,8. First, microplastic distribution
is dependent on a suite of polymer properties (such as density,
shape, size), but as subsequent growth of surficial biofilm occurs
within minutes to hours of entering an aquatic system9,10 (Fig. 1),
the density of the microplastic particle can change rapidly
through time. This results in alterations to particle buoyancy and
thus relative density to the ambient fluid, which has considerable
implications in varying a particle’s trajectory in the water
column11–15. Furthermore, the development of flocs, and further
associated changes in density and particle size, is known to affect
the settling velocity of particles, particularly in river to estuary
transition zones16. While silts and clays that undergo flocculation
are typically 0.06 mm or smaller in size, flocculation can occur at
larger grain sizes, including sand17,18. With surficial biofilms,
microplastic particles can also become part of hetero-aggregates
(or flocs), which includes other naturally suspended
sediment19,20. Indeed, Besseling et al.21 has demonstrated the

aggregation of 70 and 1050 nm polystyrene particles with clay in
natural freshwaters. However, the impact of floc formation on
microplastic distribution, settling and fate is currently unquan-
tified for larger particles and within saline waters19,22,23.

Changes in salinity and suspended sediment that occur across a
freshwater-marine boundary is known to affect the development
of flocs and thus overall settling velocity of particles, especially as
the relative density of the particle changes as it moves into denser
saline water24–27. As water becomes more saline (and water
density increases), particles are more likely to stay suspended
within the water column, although this also depends on physical
influences such as flow velocity and turbidity. Settling velocity is
thus a key parameter used to predict sediment transport path-
ways, yet no comprehensive study has yet experimentally quan-
tified the combination of these effects (biofilm, salinity and
sediment concentration) for microplastics (Supplementary
Table 1)4,22,28–33.

Here, we experimentally quantify how microplastic settling
velocities vary through time as a function of biofilm growth and
as they transition from freshwater to saline conditions in addition
to experiencing various sediment concentrations typically found
in estuarine environments. The change in conditions was tested
here as the majority of microplastics originate from land-based
sources, and therefore will undergo a range of environmental
conditions. The various salinity and suspended sediment condi-
tions were tested to ensure the experiments were environmentally
relevant as possible, as the majority of microplastics originate
from land-based sources and will therefore undergo these envir-
onmental changes as they transition from fluvial to marine sys-
tems. Three non-buoyant microplastics types were tested:
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
fragments and nylon, polyester and acrylic (NP&A) fibres. It is
acknowledged that there are several other common polymers
frequently found in aquatic environments. However, preliminary
experiments that included buoyant microplastics (polystyrene

a) b)

c) d)
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Fig. 1 SEM images of microplastics before and after biofilm colonisation. a Clean polyethylene terephthalate (PET), b biofilmed PET, c clean nylon,
polyester and acrylic (NP&A) fibres and d biofilmed NP&A fibres. Note the scale in b is different than in a, c, d due to the higher magnification needed to
visualise the biofilmed PET.
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(PS), polypropylene (PP) and high-density polyethylene (HDPE))
showed that the majority of these particles remained buoyant
even after biofouling. Therefore this study focused on the subset
of non-buoyant particles which are regularly found in aquatic
environments. However, it should be noted that buoyant poly-
mers may become non-buoyant after additional environmental
processes such as photodegradation that may alter buoyancy over
time and should be considered in future studies. Using high-
resolution measurements of particle settling velocities, we
demonstrate how biofilm growth, changes in salinity and sedi-
ment concentration impact microplastic settling velocities, and
show how these impacts are polymer and shape specific. Fur-
thermore, our analysis reveals that widely applied sediment
transport formulae34–37 are inaccurate for predicting microplastic
fate and transport; microplastic interactions with—and relative
density changes due to—biofouling, as well as salinity and sedi-
ment concentration changes, are not well constrained for
microplastics in sediment transport laws.

Results and discussion
Biofilm and particle shape impacts. To evaluate the controlling
factors that influence microplastic transport, a series of settling
experiments measuring particle settling velocity (see full Methods
for details) were conducted; testing fragment and fibre polymer
types and shapes, the impact of biofouling, salinity, and suspended
sediment concentrations on settling velocity. Comparisons were
made between clean and biofilmed particles under varying salinity
and clay concentrations to understand the effects of biofouling
under different conditions. The impacts of salinity and clay con-
centrations were also evaluated for clean and biofilmed particles
separately. Comparisons were considered significant when p < 0.05
and are summarised in Supplementary Table 2. Biofilm time trials
were also conducted to understand how quickly the impacts of
biofilms on settling velocities are realised.

The settling of microplastics was shape dependant as clean
fibres settled considerably slower than fragments (Fig. 2) despite
the density range of the fibres being fairly similar to the fragments
(NP&A= 1.01–2.30 g cm−3, PET= 1.39 g cm−3 and PVC= 1.44
g cm−3). The impacts of particle shape on settling has been
shown previously, where Khatmullina et al.31 highlighted that the
different shapes of particles highly influences sinking behaviours
of microplastics and the need for further investigation of
environmentally relevant particles, yet did not test textile fibres.
Few microplastic settling experiments include fibres, but recently,
Van Melkebeke et al.38 demonstrated that sinking velocities of
fibrous microplastics are significantly inhibited due to their shape
and higher drag coefficient, which is supported by this study38.

However, biofilm growth had the greatest impact on micro-
plastic settling across all salinities and clay concentrations and
increased the settling velocity on average by 40%. Furthermore,
the magnitude of this change was different between polymer types
(see Supplementary Table 2 for statistical summary). Settling
velocity increased significantly between clean and biofilmed PET
fragments at all salinities (ppm, SAL): at SAL0 settling increased
by 73%, at SAL18 by 29% and at SAL30 by 55%. A significant
increase in settling velocity due to biofouling was also observed at
all clay concentrations: 83% at 0 mg, 27% at 100 mg, 67% at
400 mg and 64% at 600 mg clay (Fig. 2a). However, for PVC
fragments, the significant increase in velocity between clean and
biofilmed particles was seen for fewer scenarios: 25% at SAL30,
13.5% at 0 mg and 68% at 600 mg clay (Fig. 2b). There was also a
reduced effect of biofouling on nylon, polyester and acrylic
(NP&A) fibres with a significant increase in settling velocity
observed for only two scenarios: 55% at SAL30 and 132% at
400 mg clay (Fig. 2c).

Biofilm growth causes microplastics to settle faster due to an
increase in particle specific density, not area (Supplementary
Figs. 1–3), which has been observed before4,14,30,39,40. Biofouling
was hypothesised to cause microplastics to become more cohesive
and form flocs with siliciclastic grains, leading to an observable
increase in particle size41, yet this was not seen. Lagarde et al.12

highlighted that studies have previously shown that the growth of
biofilms and consequent hetero-aggregate formation is highly
dependent on microplastic polymer chemical nature (polymer
type). Polypropylene (PP) fragments were more likely to form
heteroaggregates with freshwater algae compared to high-density
polyethylene (HDPE), potentially due to different types of biofilm
(EPS) being produced12. The chemical composition and surface
texture of PET is also likely to have provided a preferred medium
for microbes to grow on compared to PVC and NP&A fibres.
This is reflected in the results, where compared to PET fragments,
PVC fragments and NP&A fibres were less impacted by biofilm
colonisation (Fig. 2)4. This highlights the need for future studies
to investigate a range of particle types as impacts on microplastic
settling are highly dependent on the polymer composition.

The impacts of biofilms on microplastic settling velocity occur
quickly and can be seen in less than a week, as demonstrated by
our time trials (see ‘Methods’): PET fragments were biofouled and
settling velocity measured over 0–8 weeks (Fig. 3). Settling
velocity increased considerably by week 1 with average settling
velocity of PET fragments being 16.85 ± 0.92 mm s−1 (±values
represent standard error) at week 0 (clean), increasing to
29.38 ± 1.16 mm s−1 at week 1 and 36.67 ± 1.95 mm s−1 at week
2. In fact, biofilm growth caused a significant difference between
week 0 and 1 (p < 0.001), week 0 and 2 (p < 0.001), week 0 and 4
(p < 0.001), week 0 and 8 (p < 0.001) and between week 1 and 2
(p= 0.04). This demonstrates how the dynamics of microplastics
settling rates are fundamentally controlled by time. Impacts of
biofouling can occur quickly, within a week and remain similar
from week 2 onwards, highlighting the need for experiments and
modelling to consider how microplastic settling changes with
environmental exposure

Microplastic settling behaviour changes across the
freshwater–marine salinity gradient. Our results reveal that non-
buoyant microplastic settling velocity is influenced by changes in
salinity and sediment concentration (Fig. 2) that could be experi-
enced as microplastic particles cross the freshwater–marine
boundary. It is clear that multiple environmental and biological
conditions need to be considered when predicting microplastic
transport. For clean PET fragments, settling velocity was sig-
nificantly higher at SAL18 (15.8mm s−1 ± 0.54), compared to SAL0
(13.1mm s−1 ± 0.40) and SAL30 (12.7mm s−1 ± 0.49). This high-
lights how salinity impacts microplastic settling, but requires further
investigation. However, for biofouled particles, settling velocity was
considerably higher at SAL0 (22.74mm s−1 ± 0.76) compared to
SAL30 (19.68mm s−1 ± 0.67). The influence of salinity was much
more varied for PVC fragments, with clean particles settling rates
significantly lower at SAL30 (17.67mm s−1 ± 0.78) compared to
SAL0 (24.90mm s−1 ± 1.10) as expected. Biofilmed PVC fragments
settled significantly faster at SAL0 (25.67mm s−1 ± 0.98) compared
to SAL18 (23.05mm s−1 ± 0.97) but salinity had less of an impact
on biofilmed PVC fragment settling compared to biofilmed PET
particles. Finally, no significant effect on settling rate due to salinity
was observed for NP&A fibres. Polymer-specific salinity impacts
have been shown previously, with higher salinity leading to lower
settling velocities for certain polymers30. Salinity lowers settling
velocity for polystyrene (PS) particles, yet for higher density poly-
mers such as PET and PVC salinity had less of an impact32. Con-
versely, Wang et al.42 described how an increase in salinity only had
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minor impacts on PET but showed impacts on PVC, lowering the
settling velocity. This is similar to our results, especially clean PET
and PVC particles, with salinity having much more impact on clean
PVC fragments compared to PET. However, our results show the
much greater impact of biofilm growth on these relationships. As
NP&A fibres have a lower density, a decrease in settling due to
increase in salinity was expected, yet this was not seen perhaps due
to the shape and surface area of fibres compared to spheres and
fragments4. The results presented indicate that the settling regimes
for non-buoyant microplastics differ as they undergo changes in
environmental conditions that may occur across freshwater to
marine environments. Therefore, the varying settling regimes must
be considered when sampling and predicting the transport and fate
of microplastics within these environments, in addition to changes
in ecological risk.

Within the suspended sediment experiments, aggregation of
microplastics and kaolinite was not observed as particle size did
not increase (see Supplementary Figs. 1–3). However, settling
velocity was still impacted. For PET and PVC fragments, overall

settling decreased with higher sediment concentrations but for
NP&A fibres the impacts were more variable (Fig. 2). Again,
patterns differed between polymers and whether microplastics
were biofouled or not. Settling velocity remained similar for
clean PET particles across all sediment concentrations
and significant changes in settling velocity only occurred for
biofilmed PET fragments. Highest settling rates occurred at 0 mg
(26.60 mm s−1 ± 1.21) and statistical significance was observed
between 0 mg and 100 mg (19.50 mm s−1 ± 0.93) and 0 mg and
600 mg (21.73 mm s−1 ± 1.25). For clean PVC, settling rates were
considerably higher at 0 mg (25.28 mm s−1 ± 0.77), compared to
400 mg (14.73 mm s−1 ± 0.81) and 600 mg (14.04 mm s−1 ± 1.00).
For PVC, the highest settling rate was also observed at 0 mg for
biofilmed PVC fragments (28.69 mm s−1 ± 1.13) compared to
100 mg (21.66 mm s−1 ± 1.06), 400 mg (21.12 mm s−1 ± 1.25) and
600 mg (23.60 mm s−1 ± 1.09). The decrease in settling velocity of
PET and PVC fragments with clay mixing was not predicted. The
surface properties of fragmented microplastics, such as charge
and a rough surface may cause friction and will therefore play an

Fig. 2 Main effects plot of condition, salinity and clay concentration on non-buoyant microplastics. a Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), b polyvinyl
chloride (PVC), and c nylon, polyester and acrylic (NP&A) fibre microplastics. Solid lines indicate mean plots, while the shaded areas indicate confidence
bands for all points. Red solid lines and shading are for clean particles, while blue dashed lines and shading are for biofilmed particles. For PET n= 1796,
PVC n= 1015 and NP&A n= 1111. Note that for c the scale range is smaller as settling velocity was considerably lower for NP&A fibres.
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important role in how they are transported and must be
considered when predicting microplastic transport43. The mixing
of kaolinite and microplastics may have caused abrasion

(Supplementary Fig. 4) and further deviation from a spherical
shape, which creates a larger surface area that induces greater
friction drag that is likely to lower particle settling velocity32,44.
Also, the drag coefficient may have increased due to a small
amount of clay attaching to the particles. Flocs may have also
formed in the mixing procedure but as the rate of aggregation
strength of flocs depends on electrical charge of particles, perhaps
the forces between particles here were weak and caused flocs to
break down during transfer or deposition in the settling
column24, or the electrochemical forces between clay and
polymer particles are not as strong and need to be studied
further. The attachment efficiencies and subsequent formation of
microplastic and sediment heteroaggregates has been demon-
strated by Besseling et al.21. However, the microplastics tested
were 70 and 1050 nm PS, much smaller than those in this study
and highlights the need for a broader range of sizes to be tested in
the future.

For NP&A fibres, the impact of clay concentration was very
different compared to the other polymers. The highest settling
occurred at 100mg for clean NP&A fibres, (7.20mm s−1 ± 0.48) but
was only significantly different to 400mg (3.76mm s−1 ± 0.22).
However, for biofilmed NP&A fibres, settling rate was highest at
400mg (8.44mm s−1 ± 1.01) and lowest at 0mg (3.25mm s
−1 ± 0.46) with significant differences between 0mg and 100mg
(5.90mm s−1 ± 0.51), 400mg (8.73mm s−1 ± 1.02) and 600mg
(7.12mm s−1 ± 0.70). Kaolinite particles have been observed to
adsorb onto the surface of polystyrene latex microspheres 1 μm in
diameter which may have occurred here, increasing density and
settling, yet overall particle size/area was not altered significantly45. It
should be noted that some fibres did clump (Supplementary Fig. 5)
and this made calculation of settling difficult, which may have
impacted the results. Fibres may clump and tangle in turbulent
conditions, so this should be considered for future studies. No PET or
PVC particles were observed to clump together in this way.

Fig. 3 Changes in settling velocity of polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
fragments over time (0–8 weeks) due to biofilm growth. Clean particles
are indicated by the red box while biofilmed particles are represented by
the blue boxplots. The boxes represent the interquartile range where the
line within each box represents the median and the whiskers represent the
minimum and maximum. Brackets demonstrate statistical significance:
***p < 0.001 and **p < 0.05 (n= 216).

Fig. 4 Expected settling velocity calculated using Ferguson and Church compared to our observed experimental values for clean and biofilmed
microplastics. a Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) (n= 38) and b polyvinyl chloride (PVC) (n= 383). The expected settling velocity of particles calculated
using Ferguson and Church37 is indicated by the green solid lines, points and shading, the observed experimental clean particle values are shown by solid
red lines, points and shading and the observed experimental biofilmed particle values are indicated by the solid blue lines, points and shading. Marginal
density plots indicate the distribution of velocity and equivalent diameter data. This highlights that grain size variation must be included in predictive
models.
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Comparison with empirical predictions. It has been argued that
microplastics in aquatic systems will behave in a way that is
comparable to natural sediment and therefore microplastic fate
can be predicted using the same methods available for natural
particles4,46,47. To assess this, we compare our results to a widely
applied universal sediment transport formula that resolves Stokes’
Law for fine grained sediment transport and turbulent fluid
motion for larger grains to determine grain settling velocity (see
‘Methods’)37. The theoretical settling velocity was calculated to be
much higher compared to both clean and biofilmed experimental
results for all sizes of PET (Fig. 4a). This supports previous stu-
dies such as Waldschlager and Schüttrumpf33 and Van Melk-
ebeke et al.38 who also observed overestimation of theoretical
values. Any models using this formula48 will over-predict settling
of PET microplastics resulting in a greater microplastic load in
suspension than would be expected. For PVC microplastics, the
formula both over and under-predicted settling velocities
depending on particle size (Fig. 4b). Sediment equations could be
used if the microplastics have hydraulically equivalent physical
properties49, however microplastics exist in a much wider range
of shapes than natural sediment grains. The expected values were
different for observed particles settling, especially fibres, probably
due to a lack of shape descriptors. Van Melkebeke et al.,38

demonstrated the need for sufficient shape descriptors, especially
sphericity and circularity, to accurately predict microplastic set-
tling for a range of polymer shapes. Despite Waldschläger and
Schüttrumpf’s33 development of a new formula for settling of
microplastics, we were unable to make comparisons using their
predictions as they rely on needing 3-axis dimensions for indi-
vidual particles and do not consider the impacts of biofouling,
which we have shown as a first order control. Van Melkebeke
et al.38 also showed that although Waldschläger and
Schüttrumpf’s33 formula had sufficient shape descriptors for sev-
eral polymer shapes, it was not accurate for films. Indeed, our
physical experiments highlight the need for a new generation of
transport formulae that consider irregular microplastic shapes,
biofouling and the high sensitivity to changes in salinity. Currently,
although advances have been made, the complex mechanisms that
control microplastic transport and fate are poorly understood,
which hinders our ability to manage and protect aquatic environ-
ments. Models do exist to quantify microplastic settling specifically
(such as the Kooi model that simulated the effects of biofouling on
sinking50), yet they do not include predictions across salinity gra-
dients or consider impacts of suspended sediment that occur in
aquatic environments. Here we demonstrated that biofouling is a
first order control on the settling velocity of microplastics (with
impacts observed over only a few days) across a range of salinities
and clay concentrations that replicate riverine and marine condi-
tions. The effect varies by polymer type and ambient conditions
(salinity/clay concentration), and evolves in time. This further
highlights that the changes in microplastic settling regimes from a
riverine to marine environment must be appreciated to precisely
predict microplastic fate and the formation of any high con-
centrations zones in the environment.

Although herein we only explore three types of non-buoyant
microplastic, the results demonstrate a suite of unique and
important insights into non-buoyant aquatic microplastic trans-
port under experimental conditions. Future work should build on
the methods explored here, testing a wider range of microplastic
polymers, perhaps those from environmental samples, in addition
to buoyant polymers in order to gain a more comprehensive
understanding of microplastic settling in aquatic environments. A
range of size fractions must also be further tested, especially for
their ability to aggregate with suspended siliciclastic sediments21.
Other types of sediment, such as sand, types of clays and

carbonates, should also be investigated for their impact on
microplastic transport.

While available sediment transport formulae are useful for
basic plastic transport predictions, we support and unequivocally
show they are largely inaccurate and must be urgently updated to
incorporate these key factors identified herein into new predictive
frameworks, particularly biofouling, salinity impacts and time
functions. This would allow more robust predictions of micro-
plastic fallout and retention in fluvial systems and therefore more
precisely forecast microplastic loads into estuaries, coastal seas
and oceans along with improving projections of microplastic
fate1,3. In turn, this would improve monitoring and sampling
campaigns and enhance, future assessments of ecological impact
of plastics through the freshwater-marine transition.

Methods
The microplastic particles. The majority of observed plastics in riverine systems are
from packaging of a range of polymer densities, as turbulence of rivers allows
polymers to remain buoyant51. Therefore, polymer types commonly found across
freshwater and ocean environments, including beaches, sediment and epipelagic areas
were chosen for the settling experiments51. Three types of plastic polymers were
selected: fragments of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) (1.39 g cm−3), and polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) (1.44 g cm−3), (Direct Plastics Limited, Sheffield, UK) were generated
using a carving file. This ensured fragmentation of plastic and heterogenous shapes
and sizes that replicates environmental degradation of microplastics11. PET is often
used in packaging and PVC is widely used within construction, transport, healthcare
and packaging and are both regularly found in aquatic systems. Fibres were generated
from nylon, polyester and acrylic (NP&A) yarn (1.01–2.30 g cm−3) (The Knitting
Network, Sittingbourne, UK). Fibres are one of the most commonly found micro-
plastic type in aquatic systems, often due to washing of clothes releasing fibres and
contaminating wastewater52. The properties of the polymers used in the experiments
are summarised in table 1. Fragments and fibres were generated to be in the typical
size range of microplastics commonly found in aquatic environments. In addition,
irregular shapes of microplastics were chosen instead of pellets and spheres, to
represent weathered and degraded plastics more typically found in aquatic envir-
onment. This allowed an estimate of settling velocities of microplastic particles that
resemble those found in aquatic environments.

To colonise biofilms on microplastic particles, the methods of Hoellein
et al.4 were adapted. Benthic sediment and overlying water was collected from the
Humber River, Hull, UK. Fifty grams of benthic sediment and 200 ml of river water
was placed in flasks with microplastics in a shaking incubator for 10 days at 37 °C,
200 rpm. The flasks were then left at room temperature for 6 months. It should be
noted that fibres are known to have significantly less bacterial abundance in biofilm
colonisation compared to fragments and pellets4 and it was therefore expected that
there would be less biofilm formation on fibre samples. Examples of plastics before
and after biofilm growth are shown in Fig. 1.

To initiate the formation of flocs, kaolinite, a type of clay particle typical and
abundant in environments was chosen and mixed with high concentrations of
clean and biofilmed microplastics, with each polymer kept separate, in 200 ml
conical flasks. The sediment range of 100–600 mg l−1 was chosen from data
collected by the Mekong River Commission53 and incorporates suspended
sediment concentrations found from fluvial to delta environments of one of the top
contributing rivers to marine plastic pollution. To replicate turbulent flow, the
sediment-microplastic mixtures were shaken horizontally at 300 rpm for 5 min
then 150 rpm for 20 min. To ensure the any flocs formed held together, particles
were extracted from the beakers with a glass pipette while they were still being
shaken at 80 rpm and dropped in the water column (see below).

Experimental set-up. The settling velocity of the microplastic particles was
determined through a series of non-intrusive sinking experiments conducted in a
Laboratory Spectral Flocculation Characteristics (LabSFLOC) plexiglass column
with dimensions of 12 cm × 12 cm × 33 cm (Fig. 5, analogous to previous settling
velocity experiments22,29–31,33,38,54–56). The LabSFLOC settling column is

Table 1 Summary of microplastic properties used to settling
experiments.

Polymer Density (g cm−3) Size range (mm)

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 1.39 0.02–4.20
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 1.44 0.04–4.94
Nylon, polyester and acrylic
(NP&A)

1.01–2.30 0.02–0.59
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combined with a LED light panel (9 × 7 cm) and high-resolution video camera with
a field of view of approximately 13 mm (Fig. 5) that collects particle settling video
data that is processed to understand size, shape and velocity of individual particles
and flocs (detailed below). This is the first time a LabSFLOC water column has
been used for microplastic settling experiments and allows individual particles to
be easily analysed for their settling behaviour and aggregation. It is comparable to
previous microplastic settling experiments that have utilised similar water columns.

The LabSFLOC water column was filled with distilled water and the addition of
sodium chloride (NaCl) to create salinities ranging from SAL0-30 to represent the
change in salinity from a freshwater to marine environment. Distilled water was
utilised to ensure no impurities were impacting microplastic transport. The water
was left to settle for at least 15 min before each experimental run to ensure
consistency. Before each experiment, microplastics were immersed in water of the
same salinity and temperature used in the experimental water column in glass petri
dishes to ensure no electrostatic discharge from particles, which may prevent or
alter sinking behaviour30. For the experiment, clean and biofilmed microplastics
were placed with tweezers 0.01 m below the water surface of the LabSFLOC column
to prevent any restraint caused by surface tension and left to move freely. For
microplastics that were being tested under different sediment concentrations, a
glass pipette was utilised for transferring particles so not to disturb any formed
flocs. A series of images were taken of the particle movement. A minimum of 13
particles per condition were recorded for PET and PVC experimental series, with
the majority having at least 100 counts. The measurement of a single particle
movement was not repeated. For fibres, particles tended to clump together which
made analysis of movement difficult. Therefore at least 5 particles were recorded
per variable for fibre analysis. For PET total n= 1796, PVC n= 1015 and NP&A
n= 1111. Particles travelled at least 15 cm before image recording took place to
ensure microplastics had reached terminal settling velocity. This distance was
chosen in accordance with measurements from other studies31–33. For each
polymer (PET, PVC and NP&A fibres), measurements were taken for clean and
biofilmed particles under 3 salinities (SAL0, 18 and 30) and 3 sediment
concentrations (100, 400 and 600 mg), resulting in 54 scenarios. Finally, to assess
the impact of biofilm growth on settling velocity, measurements were taken at 0, 1,
2, 4 and 8 weeks for biofilmed PET fragments at SAL18 (n= 216). Images were
analysed using a self-developed code in Matlab (R2020a)57, see Supplementary
Methods. Particle detection was made using the ‘imbinarize’ function available in
Matlab, using global thresholding58 or adaptive thresholding59 depending on image
characteristics. Particle properties, including area, were obtained using the
‘regionprops’ function. The velocities were obtained with self-developed cross-
correlation-based particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) routines.

Statistical analysis. To understand the effects of microplastic condition (clean or
biofilmed), salinity and clay concentration on settling velocity of microplastics, the
combined interactions of [condition and salinity] and [condition and clay con-
centration] were assessed using generalised least square means analysis (two-sided).
All statistical analysis was conducted using R Studio (R Core Team, 2013). Inter-
actions were considered statistically significant if p < 0.05. Post hoc analysis was
conducted using the lsmeans package, Tukey adjusted to understand significant
differences between the least-squares means of specific variables by fitting linear
models. For biofilm growth analysis from 0 to 8 weeks, a repeated-measures
ANOVA (two-sided, comparison of means) was utilised after square root trans-
formation to ensure equal variance (verified with Levene Test) and Tukey post hoc
analysis. Before analysis, Shapiro–Wilk tests were applied to assess the normality.

Comparison to settling velocity predictions and formulae. As settling of
microplastics has been related to the transitional flow regime, the formula of
Ferguson and Church37 for smooth, varied and angular grains was chosen for
comparison of measured settling velocities:

w ¼ RgD2

C1v þ ð0:75C2RgD
3Þ ð1Þ

where w, mm s−1 denoted the particle’s settling velocity, R its submerged specific
gravity, g, m s−2 the acceleration due to gravity, D, mm its diameter, v the kine-
matic viscosity, m2 s−1 of the fluid and where C1 and C2 are constants with
changing empirical values depending on the type of particle as described by Fer-
guson and Church37. For our comparisons shown in Fig. 4, the values angular
grains were utilised where C1 = 24 and C2 = 1.2. Other C1 and C2 values were
tested, but did not lower the overestimation of the calculated settling velocities. The
measurements from the experiments and theoretical predictions were plotted in
terms of settling velocity and equivalent diameter (De), mm:

De ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffi
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π
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where mm2 is area of the particle as the particle is assumed to be spherical. This is
to determine whether settling predictions of microplastics using formula based on
sediment dynamics is applicable for microplastic transport.

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The data collected during this study can be accessed here: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.
figshare.21473238.v1 and contains the results from the settling experiments for all
scenarios and time trials (displacement, area, velocity) and the expected settling values
calculated with Ferguson and Church.

Code availability
Please find the script to detect particles in images acquired with LabSFLOC camera and
compute their size and settling velocity in the Supplementary Methods. The code was
created in Matlab (R2020a).
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